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fined segments by the restriction enzymes HindII and HindIII.
RNA polymerase was incubated with the fragments, heparin
was added, and the mixture was passed through a nitrocellulose
filter, on which the "open complexes" were retained. The DNA
fragments associated with RNA polymerase in these complexes
were identified by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. These
complexes were also tested for their initiation potential. Similar
types of analyses have been performed previously (2-4).
The second technique used is called a "protection experiment" and is identical to one used by Allet and Solem (5) and
Allet et al. (6). Some promoters are known to contain HindII
sites (6-12) and therefore would not be detected by an RNA
polymerase binding experiment. These sites can be discerned
by adding RNA polymerase prior to the addition of the HindII
and HindIII enzymes and examining the final digest for HindII
sites that have not been cleaved. It is assumed that this protection represents specific open complex formation although no
competitor has been added and the initiation potential has not
been tested.
Having identified RNA polymerase binding sites within or
straddling specific restriction fragments, we made two other
correlations. The in vitro binding sites were compared with the
location of known genetic signals using the HindII and HindIII
map of X DNA determined by Allet and Bukhari (13). Most, but
not all, binding fragments and two of the protected sites can be
attributed to known promoters and/or terminators. The second
correlation that will be presented is with regions of the genome
that presumably have a high A-T content. This has been accomplished through two approaches: first, by examining which
restriction fragments are selectively lost when the intact DNA
molecule is pretreated with the single-strand-specific mung
bean nuclease, and second, by comparing the restriction fragmentation map to the partial denaturation map described by
Inman and Schnoes (14). Our results are in general agreement
with those of Botchan (15), i.e., RNA polymerase binding sites
fall within A-T rich regions in the X genome.

ABSTRACT The in vitro binding of the Escherichia coli
RNA polymerase (nucleosidetriphosphate:RNA nucleotidyltransferase; EC 2.7.7.6) to fragments of Aplc5 DNA generated
by restriction endonucleases HindII and HindIII has been
studied by a filter binding technique. The results are consistent
with RNA polymerase binding at p-, the INT promoter (pI),
several sites in the b2 region, the mis promoter, the oop promoter (or po), and pro. Binding was also observed on some
fragments that are not known to contain active promoters, including the fragment from the CIII-tL region. Some of these
binding reactions might also be explained by interaction of RNA
polymerase with termination sites. Additional polymerase
binding sites have been detected by examining which HindII
and HindIII sites were not cleaved when digestion was performed after RNA polymerase had been bound to the DNA. This
technique revealed polymerase binding at PL, at PR9 at a site
between R and cos, and at a site at the junction of the y and
cIII-tL fragments. A comparison of the location of polymerase
binding fragments with the partial denaturation map of the X
genome indicates that RNA polymerase binding sites are located
within A-T rich regions. It is suggested that RNA polymerase
binding is a function both of specific sequences (where recognition occurs) and of the base composition of the surrounding
regions (which affects the stability of the helix at the specific

site).
Initiation of mRNA synthesis involves a series of reactions between RNA polymerase holoenzyme (nucleosidetriphosphate:RNA nucleotidyltransferase; EC 2.7.7.6) and DNA sequences termed "promoters." The steps in this interaction are
thought to include (1): (a) The formation of a relatively loose
but specific "closed complex" between the polymerase and the
promoter. (b) Conversion of the "closed complex" into a more
stable "open complex." This step involves the local melting of
the DNA. (c) Initiation of mRNA synthesis. Functionally, the
open complex can be defined as an RNA polymerase-DNA
complex that forms at low ionic strength (<0.2 M KCI) and
elevated temperatures (>15°), that is stable in the presence of
various "DNA-like" competitors (i.e., denatured DNA or
heparin), and that can initiate RNA synthesis when presented
with ribonucleoside triphosphates (1). A partial biochemical
definition of promoters is, therefore, DNA sites at which heparin-resistant, RNA polymerase-DNA complexes form in 0.1
M KC1 at 370. We shall use the term "binding sites" to define
such regions in order to avoid the implication that all such regions must necessarily be identical to biologically important
promoters.
This communication describes the determination of the
location of RNA polymerase binding sites on Xplac5 DNA. The
first technique used follows directly from the definition described above and will be called an RNA polymerase binding
experiment. Xplac5 DNA was fragmented into a series of de-

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The materials and methods used in the binding experiments
and mung bean nuclease sensitivity studies have all been de,scribed (12, 16). Various preparations of RNA polymerase were
either gifts of R. R. Burgess or prepared by S. Rothstein. All
preparations were purified by the procedure of Burgess and
Jendrisak (17). In general, these preparations were >80% pure
and were 275% saturated with sigma. No differences in results
were noticed when the same experiment was performed with
different preparations of RNA polymerase. Various prepara* Present address: Department of Medical Genetics, University of
Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 1A8.
t Present address: National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases,
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD 20014.
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tions of the HindII and HindIII enzymes were kindly provided
by I. Nes, R. Jorgensen, S. Hardies, and L. Maquat.

RESULTS
RNA Polymerase Binding Experiments. The results of a
typical RNA polymerase binding experiment are presented in
Fig. 1. RNA polymerase holoenzyme at ratios of 11 to 234
polymerase molecules/Xplac5 genome was added to a Hind1I
and HindIII digest of Xplac5 DNA. After 30 min at 370, an
excess of heparin was added. After an additional 10 min, these
mixtures were passed through a nitrocellulose filter. The DNA
molecules retained on the filter were released by treatment with
sodium dodecyl sulfate and were subjected to polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis. There are nine fragments that are specifically retained on the filters. Six fragments are first detected at
a polymerase/genome ratio of 11 (fragments 1, 7, 8, and 9 are
prominently represented, while fragments 3 and 4 are barely
visible). The remaining three (fragments 2, 5, and 6) are first
found at a polymerase/genome ratio of 47. The location of these
binding fragments in the Xplac5 genome was identified by
comparing them to the HindII and HindIII map for Xplac5
DNA, as reported by Allet and Bukhari (13) (see Fig. 2). When
the same experiment was performed with core RNA polymerase, no fragments were retained on the filter paper (data
not shown).
The particular analysis described above is complicated by
the fact that detection of any given fragment is a function of
its association and dissociation rates. Hence, complexes with
very short half-lives might not be detected (18). An alternative
approach would be to perform the binding experiment in the
presence of three ribonucleoside triphosphates (ATP, GTP, and
UTP or CTP). This essentially eliminates the enzyme dissociation from consideration since the complexes are allowed to
initiate and will be "frozen" on the template (19). The results
of such an experiment are presented in Fig. 3. In the presence
of ATP, GTP, and UTP there is one major additional fragment
retained. This fragment is 375 base pairs long and it carries prm
and part of cI, which is located immediately to the left of PR
(20). This fragment has been distinguished from two other
known 375-base-pair fragments by the fact that it is absent
when the HindII and HindIII digestion is performed in the
presence of RNA polymerase (data not shown). The fragment
carrying prnl is known to be fused to the tof fragment under
these conditions (see below and refs. 6 and 20). There are also
other weakly binding fragments that are detected in this experiment. In the presence of ATP, GTP, and CTP, the 375base-pair fragment and (at polymerase/genome ratios >60)
520-, 750-, and 910-base-pair fragments are apparent. The
750-base-pair fragment is the only RNA polymerase binding
fragment detected that is derived from the A to J region of the
X genome.
Can the Bound Complexes Initiate Transcripts? RNA
polymerase-DNA open complexes are very unstable at low
temperature and in the presence of high ionic strengths while
complexes that have initiated transcripts are not (1, 19). These
properties were used to examine whether open complexes,
defined as described in the experiment in Fig. 1, can actually
initiate transcripts. The DNA used in this experiment is not
from Xplac5 but rather from X-080ptrp 12 19/6 7, which was
described in ref. 12. This DNA contains ten RNA polymerase
binding fragments, four of which are shared with Xplac5 DNA.
As shown in Fig. 4, all of the fragments except the 1200-basepair fragment, which comes from the region immediately to
the right of PL in Fig. 2 (fragment 7), are lost from the nitro-
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FIG. 1. RNA polymerase binding to HindII and HindIII fragments of Xplac5 DNA. RNA polymerase was incubated at 370 for 30
min with 5 ,g of HindII and HindIII fragments of Xplac5 DNA in 0.5
ml of PBBX + 0.1 M KCl (4, 12) at the indicated polymerase-togenome (P/D) molar ratios. Heparin was added to each reaction (400
gg/ml of final concentration), the incubation was continued for 10 min,
and each sample was passed through a Schleicher and Schuell B6
nitrocellulose filter. The filter was washed with 5 times the sample's
volume of PFBX + 0.05 M KCL DNA fragments were eluted from the
filter by soaking the filter in 0.2% sodium dodecyl sulfate/20 mM
Tris.HCl, pH 7.9. The eluted DNA fragments were concentrated by
ethanol precipitation and were analyzed by electrophoresis on a 3.5%
polyacrylamide gel. The plate shows the result of a series of such experiments and a control gel (C) with a total HindII and HindII digest
of Xplac5 DNA in which the fragments have been visualized after
staining with ethidium bromide. The DNA fragments that bind RNA
polymerase are numbered to correspond with those indicated in
Fig. 2. Buffer PFBX consists of 0.01 M Tris.HCl, pH 7.9/0.01 M
MgCl2/0.1 mM dithiothreitol/0.1 mM EDTA. PBBX is PFBX to
which bovine serum albumin has been added to 5 mg/100 ml.

cellulose filter when it is washed with 1 M KCI at 00. This
suggests that the complexes have dissociated during the cold,
high salt wash. However, when the heparin-resistant complexes
are incubated with GTP, ATP, and either UTP or CTP just prior
to filtration, all of the complexes are stable in the presence of
1 M KCI, suggesting that all of them have initiated transcripts.
RNA Polymerase Protection Experiments. Allet and Solem
(5) and Allet et al. (6) have reported the existence of three
HindII sites that are protected by RNA polymerase. We have
found, as shown in Fig. 5, that at least one more site on Xplac5
DNA can be protected under our conditions. The locations of
these sites are indicated in Fig. 2.
Mung Bean Nuclease-Sensitive Sites on Xplac5 DNA. A
detailed study describing the mung bean nuclease-sensitive sites
in Xplac5 DNA has been presented (16). In these experiments,
Xplac5 DNA was incubated with various amounts of mting bean
nuclease at 370 for 30 min. The reactions were terminated by
extraction with phenol; the DNAs were subsequently digested
with HindII and HindIII and were analyzed by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Statistical analysis of the loss of duplex restriction fragments as a function of nuclease concen-
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FIG. 2. Correlations of RNA polymerase binding sites with the A-T content of the Xplac5 genome. (A) The location of HindII and HindIII
restriction fragments (hatched and plain boxes) that bind to RNA polymerase as determined in the experiment described in Fig. 1, the location
of RNA polymerase protected sites (PI, P2, P3, and P4) as determined in the experiment described in Fig. 5, and the location of mung bean nuclease-sensitive sites (hatched boxes) as determined elsewhere (16). (B) The partial alkali denaturation map of X DNA. This map is similar to
alkali and thermal denaturation maps presented previously (14) and was kindly provided by R. Inman. The data between 39 and 48% of the
genome map do not correspond to A and C since the data are for X DNA and not Xplac5 DNA. (C) Genetic map of the Xplac5 genome. Previous
work (16) had suggested that binding fragment 3 was derived from a region immediately to the right of protected site 3 (P3) and PR. Recent
studies have demonstrated that it in fact comes from the b2 region as shown above.

tration demonstrated that six fragments were derived from
regions that were particularly sensitive to cleavage. These
fragments are numbers 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, and 9 of the RNA polymerase binding fragments indicated in Fig. 2.

DISCUSSION
RNA polymerase binding and protection experiments have
allowed the identification of a variety of sites on the Xplac5
genome to which RNA polymerase can bind in a heparin-resistant fashion. At least four of these bound complexes become
stable to a high salt wash when they are preincubated with ATP,
GTP, and UTP or CTP, indicating that they are complexes that
are capable of initiating transcripts.
The genetic location of the binding fragments is shown in
Fig. 2. As described in Table 1, all of the binding fragments

known transcription signals (either promoters and/or
terminators). Two properties of the binding reactions (the requirement for sigma and the ability to initiate transcripts)
suggest that RNA polymerase is probably recognizing promoters rather than terminators in most if not all of the cases
studied. In addition, we have failed to find binding to fragments
containing three different terminators [tR-l and tR-2 in this study
and the trp attenuator (12)].
The protected sites have also been located on the genetic map
(Fig. 2) and, with the exception of P4, can be correlated to
known transcription signals (see Table 1).
There are two promoters known to be carried by XplacS
DNA that were not detected by the experiments pictured in
Figs. 1 and 5, pm and lacP. RNA polymerase binding to the
pm-containing fragment was detected when dissociation of the
carry

Table 1. Correlation of binding sites and transcription signals
Genetic signal carried
Ref. locating
RNA polymerase
on fragment or at site
genetic signal
interaction site*
21-23
b2 region promoters
Binding fragment 1
21-23
b2 region promoters
Binding fragment 2
21-23
b2 region promoters
Binding fragment 3
21-23
Binding fragment 4
Possibly a b2 region promoter
24
Binding fragment 5
PI (INT constitutive promoter)
25
tj (terminator for PI transcription)
tL-3 (third terminator for PL transcription)
Binding fragment 6
tL-l and possibly tL-2
§
Possibly the cryptic Phipt
21, 26
Binding fragment 7
pmis or Plit
21
td-rex (terminator for cI transcripts)
Po (may be identical to Pre)
21, 27
Binding fragment 8
27
to (terminator for Po transcription)
28
Binding fragment 9
PR'
28
tR' (terminator for PR' transcription)
§
Protected site 1
Possibly the cryptic Phipt
Possibly tL 2
5-8
Protected site 2
PL
5-8
Protected site 3
PR
None
Protected site 4
* Binding fragments refer to HindII and HindIII restriction fragments that bind to RNA polymerase as described in Figs. 1 and 2. Protected
sites refer to HindII sites whose cleavage is prevented by the prior binding of RNA polymerase.
t Mutation in this region gives rise to a constitutive, N independent promoter.§
t J. Salstrom and W. Szybalski, unpublished.
§ J. Salstrom, M. Fiandt, and W. Szybalski, unpublished.
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FIG. 3. RNA polymerase binding to Xplac5 Hindl and HindIII
fragments in the presence of GTP, ATP, and UTP. This experiment
was similar to the one described in the legend to Fig. 1 except that the
three ribonucleoside triphosphates (ATP, GTP, and UTP) were
present at a concentration of 100MuM during the treatments with RNA
polymerase and heparin. In this case the DNA fragments were analyzed in 4% polyacrylamide gel. The 375-base-pair fragment is indicated.

polymerase-DNA complex was prevented as described in the
experiment shown in Fig. 3. The failure to find binding to the
lacP-0 fragment is consistent with our previous observation that
RNA polymerase does not bind to the lacP-0 fragment unless
the binding reaction is performed at high RNA polymerase
concentrations in the presence of 25% glycerol (4). This result
supports the theory that efficient binding of RNA polymerase
to lacP requires the interaction of the CAP-cyclic AMP complex with lacP or the presence of an agent that destabilizes the
DNA, such as glycerol.
As shown by Botchan for in vitro mRNA initiation sites in
A DNA (15), there is a surprisingly good correlation between
RNA polymerase binding sites and A-T rich regions of the X
genome. This is shown in Fig. 2. There are two possible explanations for this observation. RNA polymerase binding sites may
be A-T rich segments of DNA. Alternatively, the binding sites
may be specific sequences in the DNA whose ability to form
an open complex with RNA polymerase is in part dependent
on the influence of neighboring sequences [via telestability (29)];
nearby A-T rich sequences would facilitate the formation of
these open complexes presumably by lowering the energy required for generating the localized denaturation characteristic
of the reaction. In the former case, RNA polymerase would be
postulated to bind more or less at random in A-T rich regions,
in which case all A-T rich fragments should bind RNA polymerase. If we take the Inman-Schnoes partial denaturation map
(14) as a guide, this is not seen; i.e., the regions between cos and
gene A, to the left of protected site Pi, within the cI region, and

FIG. 4. Initiation potential of RNA polymerase-DNA complexes.
An RNA polymerase binding reaction with a HindII and HindIII
digest of A-+080 ptrp 12 19/6 7 DNA at a polymerase:genome ratio of
180:1, was carried out as described in the legend to Fig. 1 with the
following modifications: Gel 1: ATP, GTP, and- UTP were added to
a final concentration of 100MgM each immediately after the heparin
treatment and the incubation was continued for 10 min at 370 prior
to the filtration. The filter was washed with cold (00) PFBX + 1.0 M
KCL Gel 2: ATP, GTP, and CTP were added as in the reaction for gel
1. The filter was washed with cold PFBX + 1.0 M KCl. Gel 3: No ribonucleoside triphosphates were added. The filter was washed with
warm (200) PFBX + 0.05 M KCl. Gels 4 and 5: No ribonucleoside
triphosphates were added. The filters were washed with cold PFBX
+ 1.0 M KCl. In gel 5 the heparin treatment was omitted. Gel 6: The
total HindH and HindIII fragmentation pattern of X-+80 ptrp 12 9/6
7 DNA. The DNA fragments that bind RNA polymerase and are
identical to ones from Xplac5 DNA are numbered to correspond with
those in Fig. 2.

in the tof region are A-T rich but do not bind to RNA polymerase. Furthermore, the strength of binding should be related
strictly to the A-T composition. But if we assume that either the
sensitivity to mung bean nuclease was a direct test of A-T
composition or that the fraction of denatured molecules in the
Inman-Schnoes histogram was a direct measurement of A-T
composition, then this prediction is not verified either. Binding
to fragment 8 was detected at low RNA polymerase concentrations but it is not particularly A-T rich whereas binding to
fragment 4 was detected at only high RNA polymerase concentrations and yet it is from a very A-T rich region. The alternative hypothesis predicts that RNA polymerase binds to
specific sites within the fragments. Of course, these models are
not mutually exclusive.
-It is known from previous experiments with the lacP-0HindII fragment that RNA polymerase binding (as studied by
this approach) can be sensitive to the exact sequence structure
of a DNA fragment (4). RNA polymerase binding in the absence of glycerol is not found with the wild-type promoter but
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